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Meeting with Mark Lawrence from S Three 

In his first club rugby game in NZ Mark Lawrence found himself in the front row staring across at ex-
All Black hard man Gary Knight and wondering if he was going to survive. He did and not much has 
scared him ever since. Even when he was a pest control salesman he never let the cold-calling get 
him down. “Try telling people they have a pest control problem in their home and business and see 
how many friends you make” he laughs.   

Mark now runs ‘S Three’ a sales consultancy business that doesn’t believe in the ‘hard sell’. “Too 
many sales people work themselves into a frenzy thinking they have to make a sale on every call” 
Mark says. “But sales is less about sales pressure and more about those quiet conversations that 
discover problems that you can solve for your clients” Mark advises. “A salesman who is a problem 
solver will sell much more than the traditional ‘have I got a deal for you’ type of operator” he says. 

Mark calls it ‘Consultative Selling’ and it is, he says, ‘the most powerful sales method ever devised’. 

I ask him to explain that a little more for me. 

“The Bowtie Sales Management model I champion” he explains “is when a selling customer has 
contacts at multiple levels of the client business. That way the two companies are interlocked and 
they share a joint future. If you have an understanding of what your client’s dreams and visions are 
you are much more able to help them get there. In one instance I worked with a client to design a new 
product he needed and my company shared the ownership with him when we sold it to the wider 
industry. That is what I mean about big sales opportunities if you can see them” Mark says. 

Mark’s company S Three educates local businesses about the secrets of good customer relationship 
management or ‘CRM’ as it has become known. “Good CRM is business intelligence” Mark explains 
“and it is gold when it comes to selling your business” he says. “It tells potential buyers they are 
getting a business with strong long-term customers who are ‘locked in’ to the relationship”. 

“What does S Three actually do for clients”? I ask him. 

“We provide our clients with a sophisticated but easy to use sales system and we show the sales 
team how to use it to extract the gold that exists in managing client relationships well” Mark says. “For 
example I often see sales teams over-servicing existing clients and that is a huge cost to any 
business. With our system clients are given a code that determines what level of servicing they need 
and that frees up time for business development – or ‘growth’ in other words. If you are not growing 
faster that the market you have an underlying problem with your sales management” Mark tells me. 

“Selling is an art” Mark says “and it is so simple to make it work much harder for your business. In just 
a few months I can take an under-performing sales function and turn it into a powerful force for 
growth. Why wouldn’t you want that?” he asks. 

I don’t know about you – but I’m sold! 


